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Why am I writing a swim diaper review in January? Because Ona loves to swim! Check out Ona swimming underwater

here. Between year-round swim lessons and trips to our gym’s indoor pool we need to have at least a couple swim

diapers in our rotation at all times, even when it’s cold outside. We opt for reusable swim diapers over disposable

because they are a convenient and eco-friendly option, plus more economical given how often Ona is in the water. I

have to admit, I’ve never used a disposable swim diaper so I can’t really compare them to a reusable, but the general

consensus seems to be that a good reusable swim diaper is more reliable than a disposable one. In fact, our swim

class doesn’t even allow disposable swim diapers and I know some public pools don’t either.

Go reusable
Given that Ona has been swimming at least once a week for the last 17 months, we have gone through a decent

amount swim diapers. We have tried the Mother Ease Swim Diaper, the i play Skirty Tank Suit, the Charlie Banana

2-in-1 Swim Diaper and Training Pants and most recently the NEW Charlie Banana Extraordinary Best Reusable Swim
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Ona rocking the Charlie Banana Extraordinary Swim Diaper in Fish Sticks in Hot Pink

Diaper. This last one we have had in our rotation for a couple months since Charlie Banana sent it our way for Ona to try

out and I’ve got to say we are smitten with it. To be clear, the Charlie Banana Extraordinary Swim Diaper is not to be

confused with the Extraordinary Training pants (which I’ll cover in a separate post) or the discontinued 2-in-1 Swim

Diaper and Training pants, though they do all look quite similar. If you are looking for this product in the store, make sure

to pay attention to the label, as they could easily be confused.
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Just the right amount of absorbency
The Extraordinary Swim Diaper is made of a waterproof outer shell and an organic cotton interior lining that is super soft

and non-irritating on your baby’s bottom. There is zero padding or absorbency like you see in the popular i Play line but

this isn’t at all a strike again the product, in fact, it’s a plus in my opinion. Extra padding is sort of pointless in a swim

diaper and makes the diaper harder to remove when wet or even worse, when there is a poop. I’m always so confused

when parents think a swim diaper should be absorbent. The moment that diaper hits water all of its absorbent

properties will no longer work, disposable or reusable, so what’s the point? The main function of a swim diaper is to

keep poop contained, not urine and the Charlie Banana Extraordinary diaper does just that.

No snaps, but easy to remove
I will admit one of my favorite swim diaper features that we don’t see in the Extraordinary Swim Diaper is side-snaps on

both hips but it seems rare that brands offer this. This feature makes taking off a swim diaper a piece of cake.

Thankfully, the removal of this diaper is still pretty easy. This is because Charlie Banana seems to have designed the

diaper so that when the drawstring around the waist is untied the elastic opens up fairly wide which allows you to slide

the diaper off with plenty of room.

Secure and comfortable
The elastic around the waist and legs is secure but doesn’t cause redness or pinching. This is in part due to the quality

elastic and the soft waterproof material encasing it. No hard or rough materials and cheap elastic on these diapers. The

waist also has the added protection of a drawstring to make sure the diaper stays up and secure around your baby’s

waist as well as making sure any accidents stay tucked in.
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Ona rocking the Extraordinary Swim Diaper in Blackbeary
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Stylish and great quality
Hands down this swim diapers wins for its patterns and colors. They are extremely stylish. We especially love the

Blackbeary print. Ona gets compliments every time she wears her Charlie Bananas, even dads compliment. And don’t

think they are going to fade on you. The quality of all Charlie Banana reusable diapering fabrics is excellent. I can vouch

for this since we are a cloth diapering family and have been using and abusing the CB brand for over a year. The

patterns and colors still look new even with all the chlorine, wear and washing.

Economical and eco-friendly
Lets do the math. I figure Ona has gone through about 80 swim diaper changes in the last year. This accounts for

swimming at least twice a week during the summer and about 1-2 times a week during the rest of the year. If we

purchased disposables at $1.25 each that would be $100 a year and 80 disposable diapers added to our landfills. Or

you can pick up a couple reusable diapers like the Charlie Banana Extraordinary for only $13 on Amazon

Buy Baby (limited print options). You will never have to worry that you don’t have a swim diaper, plus feel better that you

took the more eco-friendly route.

Conclusion
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